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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This medical professional li ability action came before the Circuit Court of Cabell County 

for trial on May 16,2017 and lasted eight (8) days. Petitioner's theory was that Respondent, Dr. 

Clark, breached the applicable standard of care by fai ling to more quickly deliver Aspen Smith in 

the face of fetal bradycardia! With reference to Petitioner's operative Complaint, "[b]y 5:35, 

fetal bradycardia was documented and the fetal heart rate read ings were classifiable as a 

Category 3 under the [American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists] ("ACOG") Fetal 

Heart Rate Monitoring protocol, which req uired immediate delivery by either operative vaginal 

del ivery or caesarean section," JA-0019 (emphasis added). 

The factual dispute for jury detennination was whether Mrs. Smith had progressed in 

labor to 10 em dilatation - or complete - at the time Dr. Clark attempted vaginal delivery. 

Petitioner's Maternal Fetal Medicine expert, Dr. William Roberts, conceded tha t this was the 

salient issue in the case. He began by explaining that the ACOG protocols dictate, if nursing 

interventions do not correct a Category 3 Fetal Heart Monitoring Strip, an obstetrician has to "get 

[the baby] delivered." JA·5747 at I. 1·9. Dr. Roberts continued: 

Now, it doesn' t say whether you do a vaginal delivery or whether 
you do a C-section. But, obviously, it depends upon where you are 
in your labor. If someone is completely dilated and the head is low 
down and right there, it's sometimes faster to do a vaginal delivery 
than a C-section. 

JA· 5747 at I. 10·16 (emphasis added). 

1 Petitioner's Statement of Facts can be interpreted to imply allegations of med ical malfeasance in 

the use of an intrauterine pressure catheter and the subsequent care and monitoring related thereto . See 

Petitioner's Brief, at pp. 3-4. Petitioner's Expert, howevcr, admilled that the applicable standard of care 

was met during those specific events . JA-5837-38 at 1. 14 - 4. 
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On cross~examination, Dr. Roberts admitted that vaginal delivery may be appropriate in 

thi s case if factual disputes regarding the progress of Mrs. Smith 's labor were resolved by the 

jury in favor of Dr. Clark. Specifically: 

Q: Now, if Dr. Clark were to tell you, "Dr. Roberts, I thought I could 
get the forceps on. She was completely dilated. I thought I could 
get this baby out," would you think that was fine? 

A: It - first of all, again, that's not what's in the medical records. 
That is not even what she dictates happens. Okay. That is only in 
her deposition testimony. 

But, again, if you are expecting me to assume that she's complete, 
you're also saying ifit's going to be quickly, you're assuming that 
it ' s well down, which means it ' s already rotated, otherwise it 
wouldn ' t be well down, and ifall of those happen in that situation, 
and I check her and, you know, she's 3/4 - plus 3/4, no. I would 
have no problem with that. But that I don" think is what 
happened. It's going to be left to them [referring to the jury] . 

JA~S842 , at L 1 ~1 7 (emphasis added). Therefore, if Mrs. Smi th was complcte at the timc Dr. 

Clark attempted vaginal delivery, then the standard of care was met. 

Petitioner' s case relied extensively on the medical chart. The chart is silent on Mrs. 

Smith's labor progression at the exact time Dr. Clark began her attempt at vaginal delivery. The 

most progressed recorded dilation states that Mrs. Smith's cervix was dilated to 8~9 em prior to 

any attempts at vaginal delivery. JA ~4888 . Petitioner contends that the silence in the medical 

record on completeness must inure to his benefit and be considered dispositive on this disputed 

factual issue. The evidence which Petitioner fails to address and requests the Court to disregard 

is as follows: 

(a) Dilatation is progressive and expediential: Dr. Clark called Maternal Fetal 

Medicine expert, Dr. Frank Manning, to offer standard of care opinions. 'Dr. Manning explained 

that dilatation "tends to be progressive. And it tends to be expediential, so it's not like a li near 
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curve. It takes a long time to get started. It's kind aflike a balloon. It, ,1 hard to get started and 

then it suddenly goes." JA-6475 at I. 19-24. The medical records in this case reveal that Mrs. 

Smith progressed in dilatation very quickly from 6 cm to 9 em at a time prior to Dr. Clark's 

attempt at vaginal delivery. JA-4888., 5056-59; 5263-64; 6807. The jury could appropriately 

infer from this fact that Mrs. Smith's dilation progressed to 10 cm prior to Dr. Clark's attempt at 

vaginal forceps delivery. 

(b) Abruptions cause faster dilatat ion: The medical experts agreed that Mrs. Smith 

suffered a concealed placental abruption contemporaneous with labor. JA-6574 (Respondent's 

Placental Pathologist, Dr. Salafia); JA-6696 (Petitioner's Placental Pathologist, Dr. Schwartz). 

Dr. Manning explained, "patients who have an ab rupt ion progress much more rapidly." JA-65l 0 

at I. 5-8. This is caused by "increased uterine pressure and increased frequency of contractions, 

so those two things tend to be important in bringing the baby down and dilating the cervix." JA-

65 10 at I. 5-9. The jury could again appropriately infer from this fact that Mrs. Smith's dilation 

progressed to complete prior to Dr. Clark's attempt at vaginal forceps delivery. 

(c) Dr. Clark knew position of the baby's head at time of vaginal delivery: 

Petitioner's expert, Dr. Roberts, testified on direct examination that "[i]t's difficult through an 

undilated cervix to know exact ly where the [baby's] head is because it's criti cally important to 

know where the head is in relationship to the mother's pelvis[.]" JA-5752 at I. 7-9. Both the 

medical records and Dr. Clark's sworn testimony reveal that Dr. Clark appreciated the baby's 

head was in the 'face up' position, referred to as Occiput Posterior, at the time she began the 

attempt at vaginal delivery. lA-5264, 6807 at I. 16-24. The jury could infer from this fact in 

conjunction with Dr. Roberts' testimony that Dr. Clark was accessing the position of the feta l 

head through a completely dilated cervix. 
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(d) Dr. Clark placed forceps through the cervix : 

; 

Petitioner's l counsel presented the 

jury with a demonstrative exhibit referred to as a dil ation diagram which reveals that the cervical 

lip does not fully retract until the cervix is dilated to 10 em. JA-7272. Speci fi call y: 

Dilation - the gradu,,1 opening oft"e cervix measured in centimeters from 0 to 10 ems. 

8GGGG 

G 8 G Gem Go em 7"n. Scm 
h ~ .... 

01lation~ are actual size 10 outSide of cir<:IO! In this 24- wide artwork 

As evident from the exhibit, the cervica l lip would physically prevent the application of forceps 

until the cervix is completely dilated. JA-6811. Based upon Pet itioner' s demonstrative exhibit in 

conjunction with the medical testimony at Irial, the jury could appropriately infer that the 

passage of forceps through the cervix proves that Mrs. Smi th was complete when Dr. Clark 

began hcr attempt at vaginal delivery. 

(c) Dr. Clark's sworn testimony: Lastly and most importantly, Dr. Clark ' s trial 

testimony was unequivocal ; Mrs. Smith had progressed to 10 cm before Dr. Clark attempted 

vaginal delivery with forceps. J A~6807. Dr. Clark is a board-certified obstetrician and 

gynecologist. She has delivered thousands of bab ies over her 40 year career as an obstetrician. 

She is well-versed in labor progression and knows when a birthing mother is completely dilated. 

She was the only person in the birth field at the time of attempted forceps delivery. 

The facts of the case prove that Mrs. Smith had progressed to 10 em at the time Dr. Clark 

attempted vaginal delivery. Dilatation is generally a progressive and expediential process even 
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In an uncomplicated pregnancy. Mrs. Smith was suffering a concea ed placental abruption 

which caused the baby to come down and the cervIx to dilate rapidly. Mrs. Smith began 

progressing very rapidly prior to Dr. Clark's attempt at vaginal delivery. Dr. Clark ascerta ined 

the baby's head position which Petitioner's expert, Dr. Roberts, admitted would be "difficult 

through an undilated cervix." Dr. Clark successfully passed forceps through the cervix and onto 

the baby's head which would have been very difficult, if not impossible, if a cervical lip 

remained. Dr. Clark testified under oath that Mrs. Smith was fully dilated at the time she 

attempted vaginal forceps delivery. 

In summary, the evidence supports a finding that Mrs. Smith's cervIx dilated the 1 

additional centimeter needed for attempted vaginal delivery betwecn the last recorded 

measurement and the time in which Dr. Clark made the attempt. This is not a breach of the 

standard of care. As Petitioner's expert , Dr. Roberts, admitted, "[i]f someone is completely 

dilatcd and thc head is low down and right therc, it's somctimes faster to do a vaginal del ivery 

than a C-scction." JA-5747 at I. 10-16 (emphasis added). Thejury's verdict is sound, reasonable 

and supported by the weight of all the evidence. 

Turning to the clement of causation, Pet itioner contends that the cause of Aspen Smith's 

death is beyond dispute and the Respondents should therefore have been precluded from calling 

a placental pathologist to testify at lrial. Petitioner maintained that an "\8 minute ru le" existed in 

Obstetrics and applied to this case. JA-5634. Petitioner's" 18 minute rule," based upon an article 

authored by Anna Leung, M.D., and others entitled "Uterine rupture after previous cesarean 

delivery: Maternal and fetal consequences," was advanced for the proposition that "babies born 

within 18 minutes of bradycardia do fine." JA-5634. Petitioner argued, with reference to the 

Leung article, that babies born later than 18 minutes of bradycardia suffer severe injury or death. 
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JA-5634. This medical research , however, does not account for the s~eCi fic and undisputed 

pathological findings in this casc. 

Mrs. Smith's underlying pregnancy was complicated by Protein S deficiency, 

Mcthylenetetrahydrofolate Reductase ("MTHFR") deficiency and gestational diabetes. JAA888. 

Contemporaneous with Jabor, Mrs. Smith suffered a concealed placental abruption. JA·6574, 

6696. Once the placenta was delivered, it was sent to pathology and revealed that Mrs. Smith 

and her baby had al so been suffering from a latent placental injury. The latent injury occurred 

several days prior to labor and delivery. JA-6572-76, 6614-23 . 

For these reasons, Aspen Smith had little remaining oxygen reserves when delivery 

began. JA·6614·23. Once Mrs. Smith suffered the large abruption, it was superimposed upon 

this prior injury. JA·6614·23. At that time, Aspen Smith was already compromised and could 

not survive a second insult. JA·6614·23. The baby was born with zero Apgars - essentially 

lifeless - despite the fact that she was delivered within the 30 minute window prescribed by 

ACOG. 

The causation analysis does not end there. In an attempt to inflate the unsupported2 

criticisms of Dr. Clark ' s placement of the Intrauterine Pressure Catheter ("IUpe") during labor, 

Peti tioner inadvertently negated the vital element of causation. Petitioner consistently asserted 

that Aspen Smith's bradycardia began immediately after insertion of the IUPC at 5: 17 pm. With 

reference to Petitioner's Timeline Exhibit, the relevant timeline begins at 5: 17 and is denoted in 

yellow: 

2 See fn I. 
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JA-7277. Petitioner utilized this exhibit during opening statements: 

JA-S63S-36. 

I just want to give you an illustration of the time frame we've been 
tal king about because it's important for you to understand that the 
colored sections here represent what happened [referring to JA-
7277]. And it's important for you to understand that under the 18-
minute rule, this labor team had 42 minutes to deliver Aspen[.]" 

• * • 
Forty-two minutes of time wasted. And it's bad enough that the 
time was wasted, but the way it was wasted makes it even worse[.] 

Petitioner attempted to draw the necessary corollary between this "wasted time" and the 

allegations of medical malpractice through his retained expert, Dr. Roberts . Dr. Roberts 

discussed the fetal heart tracings immediately after the insertion of the IUpe. He testified that, 

between 5: 17 pm and 5:26 pm, the tracings evidenced compromise of the baby: 

But this is going to cause problems here as far as oxygenating the 
baby. And it doesn't take long. And we already see some of it 
here. You can start seeing from up here. And, remember, all the 
way over, it's been stable. It's been up in the nonnal range, 110 to 
120. You can see it falls here. You can see what looks like it's 
coming up here and it falls again. Okay? And that's referred to -
if we had a good tracing all the way, that's referred to as "stair 
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steps to death." In other words_ the baby IS bbcoming 
compromised. 

JA-S776, al 1. 10-2 1 (emphasis added) . 

Applying Petitioner's I8-minute rule to this testimony creates a scenario where Aspen 

Smith would have suffered severe hypoxic injury before any alleged breach of the standard of 

care materialized. Stated differently, Dr. Roberts opined that the 'stair steps to death' were 

present and that the baby 'was becoming compromised' after insel1ion of the Iurc at 5: 17 and 

before 5:26 pm. Therefore, Petitioner's strict application of the 18-minute Leung criteria would 

have severe hypoxic injury occuning between 5:35 and 5:44 pm. No alleged breach of the 

standard of care, however, materialized before 5:45 pm. JA-5837-38 at I. 14 - 4. 

Specifically, Dr. Roberts opined that the call for C-seclion should have occurred at 5:35 

pm, but thereafter con finned 10 additional minutes could properly be allotted for transfer to the 

operating room and caesarean delivery. JA-5838-39. Under this scenario, Aspen Smith would 

not have been delivered until 5:45 pm. Thus, even under Dr. Roberts ' heightened rendition of 

the applicable standard of care, Dr. Clark would have provided appropriate care but Aspen Smith 

would nevertheless have been delivered with severe hypox ic injury. Petitioner's evidence was 

woefully inadequate on the element of causat ion. JA-6356-6368. 

Despite this evidence, all of which was submitted by Petitioner on direct examination and 

during his case-in-chief, Petitioner now suggests that "the cause of Aspen Smith's death was 

undisputed" and the verdict amoun ts to a miscarriage of justice. Nothing could be further from 

the truth . The jury returned a verdict in favor of the Respondents, finding that nei ther 

Respondent breached the applicable standard of care. Thus, the jury never reached a 

detennination as to causation. Petitioner moved for a new trial or, alternatively, judgment 

notwithstanding the verdict and Respondents opposed these motions. The trial court 
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appropriately denied Petitioner's posHnal motions and Petitioner no\~ appeals. Respondent 

asserts that the jury's verdict was well-supported by the evidence at trial and that no error exists 

below. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

As out li ned in deta il herein, the medical negligence alleged by Petitioner was vigorously 

contested by the Respondents. While Petitioner's expert opined to specific deviations from the 

applicable standard of care on the part of Dr. Clark, Respondent's expert refuted these 

allegations and testified that Dr. Clark met the applicable standard of care. Dr. Clark also 

testified on her own behalf and con finned that she complied with the app licable standard of care. 

All instructions and evidentiary rulings were thoroughly considered by the trial court and the 

ruli ngs were appropriate and well -reasoned under the settled legal authority of West Virginia. 

Te!>timony wa!> presented by multiple witnes!>c!> regardi ng whether the standard of care 

was breached. Some testified that it was; others that it was not. The jury was presented with all 

of the evidence and had an opportunity to assess each witness' credibi li ty, bias, knowledge and 

qualifications. The jury was in the best position to make this detennination and the decis ion was 

simply one to be decided by the jury. The jury returned a verdict in favor of the Respondents 

and this verdict was supported by the clear weight of the evidence. 

This was a well-tried and fair case in which Petitioner simply lost. The great weight of 

the evidence established that Mrs. Smith was complete when Dr. Clark attempted vaginal 

del ivery. With that fact established, the jury easily concluded that no malpractice existed per 

Pet it ioner'S expert's own concession. Petitioner now advances every conceivable issue to 

overtum the jury's well-reasoned decision because he seeks "another bite at the apple." None of 

the assigned errors have any meri t and the jury's verdict should stand. 
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should: 

STANDARD OF REVI EW 

In "dctennining whether there is sufficient evidence to support a jury verdict the Court 

(1) consider the evidence most favorable to the prevailing party; 

(2) assume that all conflicts in the evidence were resol ved by the jury 
in favor of the prevailing party; 

(3) assume as proved all facts which the prevailing party 's evidence 
tends to prove; and 

(4) give to the prevailing party the benefit of all favorable inferences 
which reasonably may be drawn from the facts proved." 

Syl. Pt. 3, Gillingham v. Stephenson, 209 w. Va. 741, 55 1 S.E.2d 663 (200 1), citing Orr v. 

Crowder, 173 W. Va. 335, 315 S.E.2d 593 (1983). 

The fannulation of jury instructions " is within the broad discretion of a ci rcuit court, and 

a circuit court's giving of an instruction is reviewed under an abuse of di scretion standard." Syl. 

PI. I , Gillingham, 209 W. Va. 741, 551 S.E.2d 663 (2001), citing Tennant v. Marion Health 

Care Foundation, Inc., 194 W. Va. 97, 459 S.E.2d 374 (1995). A "verdict should not be 

disturbed based on the fonnulation of the language of the jury instructions so long as the 

instructions given as a whole are accurate and fair to both parties." Jd. 

West Virginia law is also clear that "[ilt is the peculiar and exclusive province of tile jury 

to weigh the evidence and to resolve quest ions of fact when the testimony of witnesses regarding 

them is conflicting and finding of the jury on sllch facts will not ordi nari ly be disturbed by this 

Court." Syl. PI. 2, Faris v. Hany Green Chevrolet, iIlC. , 212 W. Va. 386, 572 S.E.2d 909 

(2002), citing Syl. PI. 2, Graham v. Crist, 146 W. Va. 156, 118 S.E.2d 640 (1961). Under West 

Virginia law, it is the particular and exclusive province of the jury to weigh the evidence and 
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, 
resolve questions of fact when the evidence is conflicting. Poe v. Pillman, 150, W. Va. 179, 144 

S.E.2d 67\ (\965). 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

The Respondent requests oral argument pursuant to Rule 20 of the West Virginia Rules 

of Appellate Procedure. 

ARGUMENT 

I. The "Multiple Methods Instruction" Was Appropriate. 

Petitioner first claims that the lrial court erred by giving the "multiple methods 

instruction." Petitioner asserts that his case centered upon the timing of Aspen Smiths' delivery 

in the face of a well-understood and explicitly recognized medical emergency and had nothing to 

do with the 'methods' employed. Simply put, Petitioner asserts that vaginal delivery was not an 

appropriate and recognized method of ch ildbirth. This assertion is simply untrue and 

unsupported by Petitioner's own evidence. 

Petitioner's operative Complaint unequivocally alleges that immediate delivery [was 

required] by either operative vaginal delivery or caesarean section." JA-0019 (emphasis added). 

Petitioner's expert further testified that vaginal delivery is a generally accepted method of 

childbirth: 

Now, it doesn't say whether you do a vaginal delivery or whether 
you do a C-section. But, obviously, it depends upon where you are 
in your labor. If someone is completely dilated and the head is low 
down and right there, it's sometimes faster to do a vaginal delivery 
than a C-section. 
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l A-S747 at I. 10- 16 (emphasis added). Petitioner's expert admitted that vaginal delivery may be 

appropriate in this case: 

But, again, if you are expecting me to assume that she's complete, 
you're also saying if it's going to be quickly, you' re assuming that 
it 's well down, which means it's already rotated , otherwise it 
wouldn ' t be well down, and ifall of those happen in that situation, 
and I check her and, you know, she's 3/4 - plus 3/4, no. 1 would 
have no problem with that. But that I don" think is what 
happened. It's go ing to be left to them [referring to the juryJ. 

l A-S842, at \. 1-17 (emphasis added). Thus, Petitioner's first assignment of error is disconnected 

from the facts of the case. 

The argument is also illogical and improper. Petitioner's argument assumes that Mrs. 

Smith was incomplete at the time vaginal forceps delivery was attempted. See Petitioner's Brief, 

at p. 10 (stating "no expert testimony or evidence that it is acceptable methodology to persist 

with forceps deli very in an incomplete mother[.]). Petitioner cannot legally maintain that Mrs. 

Smith's cervix was incomplete. Substant ial evidence was submitted to prove that Mrs. Smith 

was complete when Dr. Clark attempted forceps delivery. This evidence must be considered in 

the light most favorable to the prevailing party. Syl. PI. 3, Gillingham, 209 W. Va. 741. It must 

be assumed that all conflicts in this evidence were resolved by the jury in favor of the prevailing 

party. /d. Also, the prevail ing party must be given the benefit of all favorable inferences which 

reasonably may be drawn from these facts. ld. Therefore, the analysis of this case must assume 

that Mrs. Smith was completely dilated when Dr. Clark began her attempt at vaginal del ivery. 

Second, the assignment fails 10 capture Petitioner's true theory of the case. Petitioner 

primarily argued that Mrs. Smith was never completely dilated and should have been taken 

directly to the operating room for caesarean delivery (the "method" argument). However, both 

Dr. Clark and Dr. Manning agreed that it wou ld be a breach of the standard of care to attempt 
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vaginal delivery through an undi lated cervix. Rather, Dr. Clark disputed the factual content ion 

that Mrs. Smith was undilated when the' attempt at vaginal delivery began. Even Petitioner's 

expert admits that vaginal delivery would have been an appropriate method of childbirth 

depending upon the jury's resolution of th is factual dispute. For these reasons, the mult iple 

method instruction was necessary and appropriate. 

Petitioner secondari ly argued that Dr. Clark attempted vaginal delivery for too long of a 

ti me period (the "technique" argument). Plaintiffs motion secks to piecemeal these theories and 

obfuscates the distinct ion between a 'method' of treatment and a 'technique' o f treatment. A 

method of treatment ccn ters upon the therapeutic approach to a medical problem, such as vaginal 

delivery versus caesarean delivery or, in the case of Yates v. Univ. of W. Va. Board o/Trustees, 

209 W. Va. 487, 549 S.E.2d 68 1 (2001), the decision to consult intervent ional radiology instead 

of vascular surgery. A technique, on the other hand, is the manner in which a method of 

treatment is advanced and is otherwise known as the standard of care. The standard of care is 

established by the testimony of "knowledgeable, competent expert witnesses." See W. Va. Code 

55· 78· 7 (2015). Nothing more is required to establish standard of care opinions. 

The experts disputed whether the technique used during vaginal delivery, i.e., attempting 

to articulate the forccps 3 to 4 times versus attempt ing to art iculate the forceps 1 time, was 

appropriate under the standard of care. This is not a 'method' of treatment but rather one of a 

multitude of techniques used during any given method of treatment. To hold otherwise would 

require a litany of proof for every discreet movement a physician makes and medical mal practice 

trials would last months. This is not the law. Disputes over tecimique, or standard of care, do 

not negate the uncontroverted evidence that two accepted methods of ch ildb irth exist in the 

medical community as confinned by Pet itioner's Complaint and the trial testimony of 
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Pet itioner's expert, Dr. Roberts. Therefore, the multiple methods instruction was appropriately 

given and the instructions given as a whole were "accurate and fair to both parties." Syl. PI. 1, 

Gillingham, 209 W. Va. 741 (2001), cifing Tennant v. Marion Health Care Foundation, Inc., 194 

W. Va. 97, 459 S.E.2d 374 (1995). 

II. The Trial Court Appropriately Allowed Dr. Salafia To Testify. 

Board-certified and fellowship-trained placental pathologist, Dr. Carolyn Salafia, was 

called by the Respondents to testify at trial regarding placental abrupt ions, generally, as well as 

her examination of the pathology specimens in the present casco Petitioner now asserts error for 

a multitude of reasons. It must first be noted that Petitioner never preserved a reliability or 

Daubert objection to Dr. Salafia's testimony. 

With reference to Petitioner's Motions in Limine, the same secks exclusion because "Dr. 

Salafia's testimony is irrelevant to the issue to be tried in this case and will only serve to 

prejudicially confuse, mislead and distract the jury." JA-3983-88. No reliability challenge is 

discussed or preserved in the pretrial motions or trial objections. A "proper objection to the 

competency of a witness must be made and the point saved when the witness or his testimony is 

offered at tria\." Yates, infra, citing Syl. PI. 3, in part, First Nat. Bank of Ronceverte v. Bell, 158 

W. Va. 827 215 S.E.2d 642 (1975). Once "an expert witness is pennitted to testify, it is within 

the province of the jury to evaluate his or her testimony, credentials, background and 

qualifications. Wilkinson V. Bowswer, 199 W. Va. 92, 96 n. 5,483 S.E.2d 92, 96 n. 5 (2000). 

Petitioner next claims that Dr. Salafia's tcstimony was irrelevant to the clcment of 

causation. Simply put, Petitioner is advancing the proposition that medical experts must be 

either standard of care or causation cxperts in order to possess relevant testimony. This is not the 

law. If "scientific, techn ical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to 
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understand the evidence or to detenn ine a fact in issue, a wi tness qualified as an expert by 

knowledge, ski ll, experience, training, or education may testify thereto in the form of an opinion 

or otherwise." W. Va. R. Evid. 702 (20 14) (emphasis added). Dr. Salafi a's testimony was 

relevant to "explain the evidence" in this case. 

As set forth above, Mrs. Smith's underlying pregnancy was complicated by Protein S 

deficiency. MTHFR deficicncy and gestational diabetes. Protein S deficiency is a rarc blood 

clotting disorder which causes an increased risk of thrombosis. MTHFR deficiency is a genetic 

mutation responsible for increased levels of homocysteine and can also cause thrombosis. 

Gestational diabetes, to a lesser extent, is also considered a potential thrombophili a. These 

clotting disorders can dramatically complicate a pregnancy. 

complicat ions is a placental abruption. 

One of these potent ial 

The placenta is a matem;:!;l -fetal structure that clevelops in the uterus during pregnancy to 

nourish the fetus. A placental abruption occurs when the materna l side of this structure separates 

from the inner wall of the uterus during pregnancy. Oncc thi s occurs, the fe t'Us is deprived of 

oxygen and nutrien ts. In the present case, it is und isputed that Mrs. Smith suffered a concealed 

placental abruption contemporaneous wi th labor. Petitioner look the position that Dr. Clark 

caused the placental abrupt ion by incorrectly insert ing an Intrauterine Pressure Catheter during 

Mrs. Smith's labor and delivery. See Petitioner's Brief, at p. 3. Dr. Salafia's testimony was 

relevant and necessary to explain how the placenta functions and how a concealed abrupt ion can 

occur in the face of thrombophilia. This testimony was vitally important to rebut Petitioncr' s 

contention that Dr. Clark caused the placental abruption with a medical device. 

The placental pathology specimens also revealed that Mrs. Smith and her fetus suffered a 

latent placental injury several days prior to delivery. JA-6572-74. The contemporaneous 
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laboratory reports revealed an anemic hematocrit and an elevated immaturc red blood cell count 

which confinns that that fetus suffered a hypotensive event 24 to 48 hours prior to delivery. For 

this reason, Aspen Smith had little remaining oxygen reserves when delivery began. JA-6614-1 7. 

Once Mrs. Smith suffered the large placental abrupt ion, it was superimposed upon thi s prior 

injury. As such, Aspen Smith was alrcady compromised and did not have the reserves necessary 

to apply Plaintiff s "18 minute rule." Dr. Salafia's testimony was necessary to explain the 

existence of prior blood loss and the importance of lab values in conjunction with these 

pathological findings. 

Dr. Salafia did not offer an opinion that the timing of the delivery would have made a 

difference in the outcome. However, the timing of the delivery was not the point. The testimony 

was necessary to explain why Aspen Smith was bom within 30 minutes as prescribed by ACOG 

hut was essentially lifeless at birth. Otherwise, the jury would be left to wonder why Dr. Roberts 

contradicted himself and testified that "babies can be submerged for 30 minutes without 

oxygenation and ultimately do ok." JA-S749-S0. When a witness, during the course of his 

testimony, makes two contradictory statements, it is within the province of the jury to accept and 

rely on either version and to disregard the other, in part or in toto." Graham v. Wallace, 208 W. 

Va. 139, 141 558 S.E.2d 730, 732 (2000), citing 81 Am.Jur.2d Witnesses § 1032 at 844 (1992). 

Without Dr. Salafia's testimony, Petitioner would have inferred that Dr. Clark caused the 

abruption by inscrting an intrauterine pressure catheter. Petitioner would have the jury believe 

that Aspen Smith benefitted from a perfectly funct ioning placen tal exchange, enriched with 

oxygen and nutrients, until Dr. Clark inserted thi s catheter. Petitioner would then have his 

retained expert explain that most babies can suffer 30 minutes of oxygen depri vation and be fine. 

Therefore, Aspen Smith could not have been bom essent ially lifeless un less medical malpractice 
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existed. The evidence proved otherwise, but would have been meaningless without the 

testimony of Dr. Salafia. Her testimony was relevant, admissible and necessary. 

Moreover, Petitioner's own evidence and argument revealed that the time of delivery was 

not a causal factor in the outcome. Plaintiff consistently asserted that Aspen Smith's bradycardia 

began immediately after insertion of the lupe at 5: 17 pm. Dr. Roberts discussed the fetal heart 

tracings immediately after the insert ion of the lupe and testi fi ed that the baby experi enced the 

"stair steps to death" and "was becoming compromised" at that ti me. Therefore, the 18-minute 

Leung criteria would have severe hypox ic injury occurring between 5:35 and 5:44 pm. No 

alleged breach of the standard of care, however, materiali zed before 5:45 pm. As such, the 

timing of delivery was made high ly suspect by Petitioner's own theory of the case. 

Even if it is assumed that Dr. Salafia's testimony was irrelevant - an assumption that is 

strenuously opposed for the reasons set fo rth ahove - it is meani ngless because the jury never 

reached the element of causation. A "j udgment wi ll not be reversed because of the admission of 

improper or irrelevant evidence, when it is clear that the verdict of the jury could not have been 

affected." Syl PI. 3, Graham v. Wallace, 2 14 W. Va. 178,588 S.E.2d 167, cit ing SyJ. PI. 7, 

Starcher v. South Penn Oil Co., 81 w. Va. 587,95 S.E. 28 ( 19 18). No reason exists to overturn 

the jury's verdict in this case because the element of causat ion was never decided. 

Petitioner cites but misapp lies the case of Graham v. Wallace, 214 w. Va. 178, 588 

S.E.2d 167 (2003) ("Graham II") for the proposition that this case was a "close-one on liability, 

causation and damages" which presented "a greater possibility that the inject ion of irrelevant 

evidence in the trial affected its outcome." First, the case at bar was not close on either standard 

of care or causation for the mul titude of reasons set forth herein. The law does not pennit parties 

to simply conclude that cases "were close call s" in order to appeal everything under the sun. The 
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cited language actually arose from Graham v. Wallace, 208 W. Va. 139, ·538 S.E.2d 730 (2000) 

("Graham 1"). 

In Graham t, the jury retumed a plaintiffs verdict and, unlike this case, decided the 

issues of standard of care and causat ion. The trial court, however, had refused to allow the 

defendant physician to call two rebuttal witnesses deemed necessary to refute suggest ions of 

misconduct on the part of the defendant physician. Id. at 141-42, 732-33. The trial court 

thereafter suggested it "may have made a mistake by not letting those other witnesses testify .... " 

/d. at 142,733. On appeal, the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals agreed with the trial 

court and remanded the case for new trial because the case "was clearly a close one on liability, 

causation and damages" all of which were decided by the jury. Id. at 143,734. Unlike Graham I, 

Plaintiff herein was pennitted to call a rebuttal pathologist and the jury never reached the issue of 

causation. Therefore, Graham I is inapposite to the current proceedings. 

In Graham I I, the case was again tried to verdict and the jury returned a verdict in favor 

of the defendant physician. During the second trial, the defendant physician offered expert 

standard of care testimony not previously disclosed during discovery or deposition. Graham 11, 

at 183, 172 (emphasis added). Due to the fact that this testimony both: (I) had not been 

previously-disclosed; and (2) was asserted as irrelevant by both part ies below, the Court again 

remanded for new trial. Id. at 172-73, 183-84. In doing so, the Court noted that it had 

previously deemed this case "a close-one on liability. causation and damages" during the prior 

plaintiffs verdict. fd. at 186, 175. Unlike Graham II , Dr. Salafia's opinions were thoroughly 

disclosed during discovery and deposition. the evidence was relevant and admiss ible, and the 

jury never reached the issue of causation. Petitioner has set forth no case pennitting a standard 
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of eare defense to be overturned on hTTounds not decided by the jury. Simply put, there is nothing 

to overtum. 

III. The J ury Instructions Were Appropriate And Fair.3 

Petitioner requested the following instruct ion be submitted to the jury: 

If you find that Aspen Smith was more susceptible to injury than a 
normal person, you may still award damages to Robert Smith for 
the injuries caused by the Defendants even if a nonnal healthy 
person would not have suffered similar injury. 

Pet itioner alludes to this requested instruction as the "Eggshell Plaintiff Instruction" and asserts 

error for not submitting the instruction. This is neither the "eggshell plaintiff instruction" nor a 

proper instruction for this case and the trial court correctly declined to submit it to the jury. 

The instruction at issue is only part of a larger instruction contained in W. Va. P.1.I. § 800 

PersonaL lnjwy, Wrongful Death and Property Damage, al § 802. Plaintiff's Prior Condition. 

The entire proposed instruction states: 

(a) Aggravation of Preexisting Injury 

If [name of plaintiffJ had a physical or emotional condition that 
was aggravated or made worse by [name of defendall/]'s wrongful 
conduct, you may award damages that will reasonably and fairly 
compensate [him/her] for the aggravation or worsening of the 
preexisting condition. 

(b) Plaintiff was susceptible to injury. 

If you find [name of plaintiJjJ was more susceptible to injury than a 
normal person, you may still award damages to [name ofplailllifjJ 

3 Petitioner's Brief also asserts error upon the trial court's decision to strike Petitioner's nursing 

expert, Patrician Spier, R.N. Respondent herein disputes that assignment of error; however, the 

assignment is necessarily directed solely at Co-Defendant, Cabell Huntington Hospi tal, because Nurse 

Spier was neither qualified nor disclosed 10 be a standard of care expert against Dr. Clark. Therefore, in 

furtherance of judicial economy and page limjtation requirements, this assignment is not addressed in 

detail herein. 
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for the injuries caused by [name of defendant1 even if a nonnal 
healthy person would not have suffered similar injury. 

See W. Va. PJ.1. § 802. Plaintiff's Prior Condilion. 

The instruction arises from a case involving automobile negligence entitled Kingdon v. 

Stanley, 158 W. Va. 835, 215 S.E.2d 462 (1975). In Kingdon, the plaintiff was injured a rear-

end collision. Medical experts testified that plaintiff suffered from a prior degenerat ive condition 

which was aggravated by the automobile accident. Id. at 837. This degenerative condition nol 

onl y preceded the allegations of negligence but was found to be symptomatic prior to the 

automobile accident. Id. Therefore, the entire Prior Condition instruction was appropriately 

given in that case. Kingdon, however, has no application to the case at bar. 

In healthcare, physicians frequently care for patient with deve loping health condi tions -

as opposed to preexisting conditions - such as emerging heart attacks or strokes. Often, the 

extent of these developing medical conditions is unlalOwn at the time of treatment. Such medical 

conditions are sometimes irreversible and the patient is left with lasting injury or succumbs to the 

disease. These pat ients, however, cannot then tile sui t and claim to be 'eggshell plaintiffs' in 

order to avo id the clement of causation. Applying Petitioner's proposed instruction to the 

hypothetical: "if the jury finds that a stroke patient was more susceptible to injury than a nonna l 

person, you may still award damages to the stroke patient for the injuries caused by the 

[Respondents] even if a nonnal healthy person would not have suffered similar injury." This is 

illogical. If the patient was truly nonnal and healthy, they would not have been sufferi ng from a 

stroke or a heart attack necessitating medical care in the first place. This instruction would have 

done nothing more than confuse the jury and inject misstatements of law into the case. 

The most comparable instruction from the Medical Negligence portion of the P.J.1. deals 

with "Loss of a Chance." This cause of action is defined by statute and states: 
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If the plaintiff proceeds on the "loss of chance" theory, i.e., that the 
health care provider's fai lure to follow the accepted standard of 
care deprived the patient of a chance of recovery or increased the 
ri sk of hann to the palient which was a substantial factor in 
bringing about the ultimate injury to the patient, the plaintiff must 
also prove, 10 a reasonable degree of medical probability, that 
fo llowing the accepted standard of care would have resu lted in a 
greater than twenty-five percent chance that the patient would have 
had an improved recovery or would have survived. 

See W. Va. Code 55-7B-3(b) (2003) (emphasis added). Loss of Chance, however, requires a 

plainliffto plead the same and prove the elements through expert testimony.ld. Petitioner herein 

never pled Loss of Chance nor submitted the requisite expert testimony to support such an 

instruction. Pet itioner cannot now shift the burden to Defendants to disprove Loss of Chance 

through the piecemealed use of an automobile accident instruction. 

The proposed instruction is not even the "eggshell plaintifP ' instruction. The eggshell 

plaintiffinstmclion at issue in Howe v. TllOmpsnn , 186 W. Va. 214, 4 12 S.E.2d 212 (1991) and 

SMa v. Chvasta, 180 W. Va. 510, 377 S.E.2d 644 (1988) simply states that a "defendant takes the 

plaintiff as he finds the plaintiff." See flowe, at 2 19, 217; Shia, at 5 II , n. 1,645, n.!. No proper 

comparison can be drawn between Petitioner's confusing instruction and the instructions at issue 

in Howe and SMa. 

Moreover, both Howe and SMa were decided before the 2003 amendments to the West 

Virginia Medical Professional Liability Act which specifically added " Loss of Chance." Further, 

both cases dealt with appeals from jury verdicts specifically addressing the element of causation. 

Again, the jury in this case never rcached a detennination as to causation as thi s was a defense 

verdict on standard of care. A ''judgment will not be reversed because of the admission of 

improper or irrelevant evidence, when il is clear that the verdict of the jury could not have been 
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affected." Syl Pt. 3, Graham v. Wallace, 214 w. Va. 178, 588 S.E.2d 167, citing Syl. Pt. 7, 

Starcher v. South Penn Oil Co., 81 W. Va. 587,95 S.E. 28 (1918). 

The fonnulation of jury instructions "is within the broad di scret ion of a circui t court, and 

a circuit court 's giving of an instruction is reviewed under an abuse of discretion standard." Syl. 

PI. I, Gillingham, 209 W. Va. 741 (2001), citing Tennant v. Marion Health Care Foundation, 

inc., 194 W. Va. 97,459 S.E.2d 374 (1995). A "verdiet should not be disturbed based on the 

fonnul ation of the language of tbe jury instructions so long as the instructions given as a whole 

are accurate and fa ir to both parties." Jd. Even if a requested instruction is a correct statement of 

the law, refusal to grant such instruction is not error when the jury was fully instructed on all 

principles that applied to the case and the refusal of the instruction in no way impedcd the 

offering side's closing argument or foreclosed the jury's passing on the offering side's basic 

theory of the case as developed through the evidence. Syl. PI . 2, Shin v. Chvnstn, IRO W. Va. 

510,377 S.E.2d 644 (1988). 

In the present case, the instructions given as a whole were accurate and fair to both 

pa rties, the proffered instruction at issue herein was not a correct statement of law, Petitioner was 

not limited in hi s closing argument and the jury was not foreclosed in deciding Petitioner's basic 

theory of the case. Therefore, no error exists. 

IV. Th e Trial Court Did ot Err By Precluding Cross-Examination of Dr. Clark , Vith 
Evidence of Prior Lawsuits . 

Petitioner next asserts crror because he was not pennitted to cross-examine Dr. Clark 

with her unrelated testimony from a prior lawsuit. This prior tcstimony related to the application 

of a different ACOG bulletin which addressed breech births, an issue not before the jury in thi s 

case. This testimony was irrelevant, overly prejudicial and would necessarily have informed the 
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jury of Dr. Clark's litigation history. It must be emphasized that Petitioner manufactured this 

purported controversy in an attempt to circumvent the Court's Pretrial Order. 

By way of background, Respondents timely moved, in limine and pursuant to W. Va. R. 

Evid. 401, 402, 403 and 404, to exclude any "evidence, testimony or reference at trial to any 

prior lawsuits involving Dr. Clark." JA-4196-42 I I. Petitioner both opposed this motion as well 

as filed a Notice of Intent to Use 404(b) Evidence. JA-4445. Therein. Petitioner noticed his 

intent to use evidence from Terri Lea alld B,yson Sheppard v. Carolyn E. Clark, M.D., and 

Cabell HUlllington Hospital, Inc., Civil Action No. 09-C-0533. 

These issues were fully briefed, the parties were presented with the opportunity to be 

heard, and the trial court held the necessary 404(b) in-camera hearing. Based upon the evidence 

presented and the arguments of counsel, the trial court granted Respondent's Motion in Limi1le. 

JA-4687-98. In so doing, the Court concluded "that Plaintiff has fa il ed to adequately establish 

the relevance of this evidence in this particular ease and how the probative value of the evidence 

would outweigh its prejudicial effect." JA-469l 

At trial , Dr. Clark took the stand to defend against Petitioner's allegations but never 

uttcred a single word about ACOG during direct examination. JA-6787-6832. Dr. Clark further 

made no mention of ACOG during cross-examination related to the issue of this specific case. 

JA-6833-74. Petitioner then embarked upon a generali zed line of questioning upon Dr. Clark -

with hcr prior deposition testimony from Terri Lea alld B,yson Sheppard v. Carolyn E. Clark, 

M.D. in hand - waiting for a reason to circumvent the previous ruling of Court. Specifically: 

Q: [ACOO] actually developed a policy on when you would be allowed or 

when you should and should not be doing vaginal deliveries of breeched 

babies, right? 
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A: ThaI's right. 

Q: And you did not agree to their policy, did you? 

A: I don't agree with it, but I follow their policy. 

Q: You've indicated in prior sworn testimony that you don't feel bound by 

the standards that they set, correct? 

IA-687S-76. 

Petitioner created and interjected this purported dispute into the trial. At thi s point in the 

proceeding, Petitioner had already elicited testimony through his own expert that the 30-minute 

ACOG rule has no application to these facts. Petitioner had also established through the eross-

examination of Dr. Manning that the 30-minute ACOG standard would not pennit an obstetrician 

to needlessly delay a delivery. There was no evidence in th is case that Dr. Clark di sregarded a 

relevant ACOG rule because she, in fact, delivered this baby within 30 minutes. There was not 

one single issue dealing with breech births or the application of ACOG bulletins speci fic to 

breech births at issue in this case. However, and despi te the fact that Dr. Clark never mentioned 

ACOG until asked to do so during cross-examination, Petitioner attempted to interject a prior 

lawsu it into this trial in direct violation of the Court's Pretrial Order. This evidence was properly 

excluded under W. Va. R. Evid. 401, 402, 403 and 404 and Petitioner should not profi t from a 

controversy which his counsel manufactured. 

V. The Trial Court Properly Allowed Dr. Manning to Discuss the ACOG " Thirty
M inute Rule." 

Petitioner next claims trial by ambush because Dr. Manning discussed ACOG during his 

direct testimony. It must be emphasized here that the first mention of the ACOG standards 

actually arises from Petit ioner's operative Complaint filed at the incept ion of Ihis case, "[b]y 

5:35, feta l bradycardia was documented and the fetal heart rate readings were classifiable as a 
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Category 3 under the ACOG Fetal Heart Rate Monitoring protocol, which required immediate 

delivery by either operative vaginal delivery or caesarean section." JA·0019 (emphasis added). 

Moreover, the first testimonial evidence of the ACOG standard arose during Petit ioner's 

expert's discovery deposi tion. Thereafter, and in contradiction to Petitioner's assertion 

otherwise, Respondent's expert, Dr. Ma~ing, specifically mentioned the ACOG standard during 

his discovery deposition. Furthermore, the first evidence presented at trial of the ACOG 

standard arose during Petitioner's expert, Dr. Roberts, direct examination. To the extent the 

ACOG standard was mentioned during opening statements, Petitioner made no objection thereto 

but instead elicited the aforementioned testimony from his own expert. 

Lastly, Respondent's expert, Dr. Manning, readily admitted at trial that the ACOG 

standard would not permit an obstetrician to needlessly delay a delivery. This fact alone negates 

the entire premise of thi s argument. Petitioner did not even assert this error in his posHrial 

motions. Therefore, there was no error involved in the discussion of th is ACOG standard, which 

was embraced in Petitioner's own Complaint at the inception of thi s litigation, and there was no 

error in permitting this testimony at trial. 

VI. The T rial Cour t Properly Excluded Duplica tive Stand ard Of Care Testimony. 

Petitioner next assert s error for the trial court's order prohibiting Petitioner from offering 

duplicative, cumulative and untimely disclosed standard of care testimony. A brief recitation of 

the pertinent procedural hi story must be set forth herein to fully appreciate this issue. The initial 

scheduling order was agreed upon and entered on July 16,20 15. Therein, Petitioner's expert 

disclosure deadline was set for October 30, 2015 and Respondents' expert disclosure deadline 

was set for December 15,2015. On October 29, 2015, Petitioner timely disclosed Dr. Roberts, 
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as both a standard of care and causation expert. JA-3024. On December 15,2015, Respondents 

timely disclosed their one respective standard of care expen. JA-3076, 3167. 

Petitioner then periodically named additional and duplicative expert witnesses In 

violation of the scheduling order and without any request for leave. On February 8, 2016 and 

without leave of Court, Petitioner untimely disclosed a second Maternal Fetal Medicine expert, 

Dr. Angela Bianco, to provide cumulative testimony as to both standard of care and causation. 

This disclosure was three months past the disclosure deadline and disclosed opinions with regard 

to Dr. Clark substantially the same as those previously disclosed in relation to Dr. Roberts. On 

May 27, 2016 and without leave of Court, Petitioner untimely disclosed a Placental Pathologist, 

Dr. David Schwartz, to provide pathological causation testimony. This disclosure was seven 

months past the disclosure deadline. On September 12, 2016 and without leave of Court, 

Petitioner untimely disclosed Jonathan Burroughs, M.D., to provide testimony related to hospital 

administration. This disclosure was ten months past the disclosure deadline. On October 28, 

2016 and without leave of Court, Plaintiff untimely disclosed Patricia L. Spier, R.N.C., a 

Nursing expert, to provide testimony related to the nursing standard of care. This disclosure was 

one year past the disclosure deadline. During thi s time, deposit ion practice remained ongoing 

but Petitioner managed to rectify any shortcomings in previous expert testimony through this 

tactic of continuous di sclosure of supplemental experts. 

Respondents were forced to bring these issues before the Court on December I, 2016. 

Upon the briefs presented in conjunction with the arguments of counsel, the Court ordered that 

Dr. Burroughs be struck and excluded as untimely. The Court further admonished against 

untimely. redundant and duplicative experts and requested that Petitioner [onnulate a plan on 

how to proceed at trial without the presentation of duplicative testimony. 
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Thereafter, Petitioner did not attempt to reduce Ihe cumulative expert testimony as 

requested by the Court but rather named his third standard of care and causation expert, Dr. 

Bruce Ratcliff, without leave of Court. This disclosure was fourteen months past the disclosure 

deadl ine and di sclosed opinions substantially similar to those previously di sclosed in relation to 

Dr. Roberts and Dr. Bianco. It should be noted that Petitioner possessed knowledge of Dr. 

Ratcliff's ant icipated testimony and memorialized the same in a handwritten note dated August 

27,2014 but did not di sclose Dr. Ratc1iff as an expert witness until December 14, 2016. 

For these reasons, Respo ndent moved to strike and exclude Dr. Bianco and Dr. Ratcliffas 

both untimely and cumulative. Respondent asserted that the disclosures were untimely and in 

violation of W. Va. R. Civ. P. 16, which "controls the course of litigation of a case unless 

modified by a subsequent order." State ex. reI, WeirtOIl Med. Ctr. v. Mazzone , 214 W. Va. 146, 

151 , 587 S.E.2d 122, t 27 (2002) citing Stale ex. reI. Crafton v. Burnside, 207 W. Va. 74, 78. 528 

S.E.2d 768, 772 (2000). Respondents further asserted that the testimony was dupl icative and 

violative of Rule 403 because it amounted to the needless presentat ion of cumulative evidence. 

See W. Va. R. Evid. 403. The Petitioner was then required to choose one expert on the standard 

of care for each Respondent just as each Respondent was limited 10 one expert on the standard of 

care. 

Therefore, Petitioner was pennitted to call any of the three standard of care experts he 

ident ified in discovery, Dr. Roberts, Dr. Bianco or Dr. Ratcliff. Despite the fact that Petitioner 

now believes Dr. Ratclifrs testimony speaks volumes about the propriety and meritorious nature 

of the Petitioner's case, Petitioner affinnati vely chose to call Dr. Robert s instead of Dr. Ratcliff. 

Most likely, Petitioner chose not to call Dr. Ratcliff for strategic reasons. Perhaps he felt that Dr. 

Ratcliff might reconsider his testimony upon cross-examination. Perhaps it was a fear that Dr. 
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Ratcliff's own extensive history of medical malpractice claims would be brought out on cross

examination and hurt hi s credibility in the eyes of the jury. In any event, the Court did not st rike 

Dr. Ratcliff as an expert, but simply "sought to prevent duplicative and cumulative testimony 

[which is] certainly pennitted and appropriate under the circumstances." See Weirton, at pp. 154-

55, 130-31. Such decision fa ll s squarely into the discretion of the trial court . See id, generall y. 

Moreover, Petitioner's assertion that thi s case is violative of the Court 's rationale in 

Weirton is flat ly incorrect. Weirton is "on all fours" with the trial eourt's decision herein and 

stands for the proposition that "[a] medical malpractice ease presents a unique si tuation wherein 

the testimony of a defendant physician often qualifies as expert testimony even when he or she 

only intends to testify as a fact witness." /d. at 155, 131. In thi s regard, "a defendant physician 

cannot usually explain his or her conduct without giving some testimony that is expert in nature." 

/d. Conversely, "a defenn.ant physician who wishes to give expert testimony on hi s or her own 

behalf subjects himself or hersclf to cross-examination about the motives underlying such 

test imony." Id. Specifically, "the defendant physician's expert opinion may be seen by the jury 

as sel f- serving and biased." Jd. Therefore. " it would be unduly harsh and restrictive to prohibit 

that same defendant physician fTom presenting the testimony of an independent ly-retained expert 

on the basis that the testimony would be cumulative." Id. 

With this rationale in mind, the Weirton Court nevertheless approved of the trial court's 

decision to limit the remai ning expert witnesses as it saw fit. fd. at 154-55, 130-31. The fact that 

Dr. Ratcliff al so treated Mrs. Smith or served as the chief of obstetrics does not change this 

analysis and Petitioner has submitted no case law supporting such a di stinct ion. Specifically, thi s 

Court concluded that Dr. Ratcliff was not an agent of Cabell Huntington Hospi tal , a decision 
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which is not asserted upon appeal, and Petitioner has never alleged that any type of agency 

relationship existed between Dr. Clark and Dr. Ratcliff at the relevant time period. 

In conclusion, Petitioner timely disclosed onc obstetri cal expert and called one obstetrical 

expert at tria l. Petitioner was appropriately not pennitted to submit cumulative and duplicat ive 

testimony from two more untimely disclosed obstetricians with the exact same disclosure. 

Otherwise, this case would have centered upon the quant ity, and nol the quali ty, of the expert 

testimony. Moreover, to penn it Petitioner to call multiple standard of care experts would have 

required, in equity, the trial court to pcnnit Respondents to disclose and call multiple 

supplemental standard of care experts. The trial would have been continued and would have 

lasted much longer than necessary or reasonable. This delay and extended presentation of 

evidence wou ld have amounted to a needless waste of judicial resources and is properly excluded 

under Ru le 403. Therefore, the decision was appropriate. fair, and soundly within the discretion 

of the trial court. 

VII. The Tria l Court Did Not Commit Error By Retaining Juror No. 82 . 

Petitioner next asserts reversible error because Juror No. 82 was not stricken for cause. 

Petitioner argues that Juror 82 "was clearly biased" because Dr. Clark's adult daughter, Katie, 

previously worked at the juror's dry cleaning business; and because the dry cleaning business has 

a business relationship with Cabell Huntington Hospital's law finn. Despite multiple attempts 

by Petitioner's counsel to elicit some plausible evidence of bias during a lengthy voir dire, the 

juror indicated no evidence of bias or prejudice whatsoever. 

Before delving into the legal underpinnings of jury selection, an unsupported assumption 

vital to Petitioner's current argument must be di scussed. Dr. Clark's adult daughter worked for 

the juror's dry-cleaning business for several years. The juror, however, had nevcr met Dr. Clark 
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and never had an occasion to interact personally with Dr. Clark. Petitioner assumes without 

supporting evidence that Dr. Clark and her daughter possessed an ideal mother·daughter 

relationship and that the daughter's affection for her mother was both abundant and carried over 

into her daily work activities, which would somehow favorably influence her employer to favor 

Dr. Clark' s side of the case. These are all assumptions because Petitioner failed to investigate 

these issues during voir dire. 

Although Petitioner inquired if the juror had a favorable impress ion of Dr. Clark's 

daughter, Petitioner never asked the most important questions of whether the juror had a 

favorable impression of Dr. Clark and, if so, why. Petitioner simply fai led to explore these vital 

issues necessary to draw the unsupported conclusions now advanced to support this assigned 

error. Without these facts, it would be impossible to infer bias or prejudice on the juror's part 

based on the single fact that she previously employed Dr. Clark's adult daughter. 

Petitioner next argues that a business relationship between a law finn and a dry cleaner 

invokes inherent bias. This conclusion borders on the absurd. Similar business relationships arc 

commonplace in this small community. To advance such a strict proposition would exclude a 

substantia l portion of prospective jurors as law finns invariably interact with a wide range of 

local businesses on a daily basis. The law does not require every prospective juror whom 

previously interacted with a parties' child or counsel 10 be st ricken from the panel. 

The case of O'Dell v. Miller, 211 W. Va. 285, 565 S.E.2d 407 (2002) confinns that the 

Court's decision 10 retain Mrs. Smith on the jury panel is appropriate. In O'Dell, a prospective 

juror revealed that he: (I) was currently and had for several years been represented by the law 

finn representing the defendant physician; (2) had been a patient of the defendant physician; and 

(3) understood that the results of a malpractice action could affect the defendant physician 's 
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ability to continue to practice medicine. !d. at 288, 410. The plaintiff moved to strike the 

prospective juror for cause but ultimately was forced to use a preemptory strike. The jury 

returned a defense verdict and the plaint iff appealed. 

On appeal, the Supreme Court held that, "to disquali fy, it must appear that the state of 

mind of the juror leads to the natural inference that he will not or did not act with impartiali ty." 

/d. The Court further held that "[a] fair and impartial trial by jury can only be ensured by 

removing, for cause, prospective jurors who have experiences or attitudes that indicate a 

significant potential for prejudice." /d. Once "a prospective juror had made a clear statement 

during voir dire reflecting or indicating the presence of a disqualifying prejudice or bias, the 

prospect ive juror is disquali fied as a matter of law and cannot be rehabilitated by subsequent 

questioning, later ret ractions or promises to be fair." Id. at 290, 4 12. 

In the present case, there i~ no evidence that the juror would not act with impartiality. 

The law of West Vi rginia, according to the 0 'Dell Court, has no "per se rule barring the sitting 

of prospective jurors who are patients of a doctor who is a party to the litigation[.]" Jd. at 290, 

412. As such, there certainly is no rule that bars the sitting of a prospective juror who previously 

employed a party's adult child. The juror never indicated "a significant potential for prejudice," 

never made a "clear statement reflecting or indicating the presence of a disqualifying prejudice 

or bias," and thcrefore never required rehabilitation. Jd. Therefore, the trial court did not 

commit error in allowing Mrs. Smith to remain on the panel. 

VIII . The Jury's Verdict Was Sound, Reasonable, And Supported By The \Veight Of The 
Evidence. 

Respondent incorporates herein the previously set-forth Statement of the Case and legal 

arguments related thereto. As set forth above, the Petitioner's claims of medical negligence were 

vigorously contested by Respondents. The parties submitted their respective expert witnesses 
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and provided competing theories regarding the di sputed facts. While PlaintiWs expert testified 

to specific deviations from the applicable standard of care, Respondents' experts rebutted such 

testimony and opined that the care was appropriate and sound. 

The jury considered the evidence presented and concluded that Mrs. Smith was complete 

when Dr. Clark attempted vaginal delivery. The facts of the case prove that Mrs. Smith had 

progressed to 10 cm at the time Dr. Clark attempted delivery. Dilatation is generally a 

progressive and expediential process even in an uncomplicated pregnancy. Mrs. Smith was 

suffering a concealed placental abruplion which caused the baby to come down and the cervix to 

dilate rapidly. Mrs. Smith began progressing very rapid ly prior to Dr. Clark 's attempt at vaginal 

delivery. Dr. Clark ascertained the baby's head position which Petitioner's expert, Dr. Roberts, 

admitted would be "difficult through an undilated cervix." Dr. Clark successfully passed forceps 

through the cervi x and onto the baby's head which would have been very difficult , if not 

impossible, if a cervical lip remained. Dr. Clark testi fied under oath that Mrs. Smith was fully 

dilated at the lime she attempted vaginal forceps deli very. 

In summary, the evidence supports a finding that Mrs. Smith 's cervix dilated the J 

additional centimeter needed for attempted vaginal delivery between the last recorded 

measurement and the time in which Dr. Clark made the attempt. This is not a breach of the 

standard of care. As Petit ioner's expert, Dr. Roberts, admitted, "[i] f someone is completely 

dilated and the head is low down and right there, it 's sometimes faster to do a vaginal delivery 

than a C-section." JA-S747 at I. 10-16 (emphasis added) . The jury's verdict is sound, reasonable 

and supported by the weight of all the evidence. 

With that fact established, the jury easily reached a verdict in favor of the Respondents. 

The verdict for the Respondents in thi s case is supported by the clear weight of the evidence and 
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should not be disturbed by this Court. The jury was in the position to make this detennination 

and the Court should not set aside its verdict. The verdict is certainly not against the manifest 

weigh t oflhe evidence. 

CROSS-ASS IGNMENTS OF ERROR 

I. The Court Committed Error In Denying Respondent ' s Motion For A Directed 
Verdict As Petitioner's Expert Impropedy Invoked The " Locality Rule" In 
Derogation Of The National Standard Of Care. 

Petitioner' s Matemal·Fetal Medicine and standard of care expert, Dr. Roberts, testifi ed 

that the thirty-minute ACOG standard does not apply here in Cabell County. West Virginia but 

does apply to smaller hospitals such as "Cupcake, Tennessee," JA-5839-40. Dr. Roberts 

explained thai, in the fictional small Tennessee town, a delivery under simi lar circumstances to 

the case at bar wou ld not be a breach of the standard of care. "[I]f somcbody came in off the 

street bleeding with an abmption, and they ca lled and it ended up 29 minutes before they ended 

up getting the baby delivered and the baby died as a result of that, I'm sorry. They met the 

standard of care. It 's not malpractice." JA-5840 at J. 3-8. While Dr. Roberts then attempted to 

distinguish that scenario from the facts of this case, it is of no consequence. T he opinion that the 

thirty minute ACOG standard applies somewhere means it applies everywhere, including Cabell 

County. 

In West Virginia, there is no distinction between Cabell County and Cupcake, Tennessee. 

Stated differently. West Virginia applies a national standard of care and not a locality rule. 

Arbogast v. Mid-Ohio Valley Medical Corporation. 214 W. Va. 356, 589 S.E.2d 498. Therefore, 

Dr. Roberts admission that different standards of care apply to similar facts is violat ive of our 

locality rule. In Arbogast, plaintiff sought treatment for respi ratory problems. During the 
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treatment, blood was drawn from the plaintiff therein. Plaintiff claimed injury as a result of this 

procedure and litigation ensued. 

Plaintiff submitted expert of a national standard of care for the drawing of blood under 

those circumstances. Defendant then submitted expert testimony which confinned the existence 

of the plaintiWs national standard of care. Defendant's expert, however, then opined that the 

national standard of care docs not apply because local providers adhere to a different standard. 

The jury in Arbogast retumed a defense verdict and the trial court then entered judgment as a 

matter of law for the plaintiff. The judgment was appealed and this Court affinned the trial 

court's decision because West Virginia adheres to a national standard of care. 

In the present case, Petitioner's expert testified that a different standard of care applies to 

Cabell County. Instead of a lower standard of care as advanced by defendant in Arbogast, 

Petitioner herein claims the standard of care is elevated because Cabell Huntington Hospital has 

more resources and is a teaching facility. This is not the law and Respondent's motion for a 

directed verdict per app lication of Arbogast should have been granted. JA-6456-6363. Petitioner 

now respectfully requests that the ruling below be reversed and request that a directed verdict be 

entered in favor of the Respondents. 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE. for the reasons set forth above. the Respondent respectfully 

requests that this Honorable Court affirm the rulings of the trial court in denying 

Petitioner's request for a new trial. 

CAROLYN CLARK, M.D., 
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